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THE CLUSTER FLY
Pollenia rudis
The larva (Maggot) lives as a parasite of a certain type of earthworm.
(Allolobophora chlorotica) The eggs are laid on the soil and hatch in
about a week .
When the young larva finds a worm it bores into it and develops inside it.
In spring the maggot leaves the worm which is by now almost completely devoured, the
maggots then pupate and then turn into adults these flies are then seen sunbathing on south
facing walls on houses, buildings ,tree stumps and posts.
In the Autumn they try to enter buildings to over winter and can gather in there
thousands , they cluster mainly in lofts, upper rooms and in window casements, when the
weather is cold they are less active but when stimulated by heat, they can become quite
active and can cause great concern. In most years there are two generations but in warm
summers there can be up to four.
Weather plays a large role in when the flies start to seek out a place to over winter and
again in some years it can be as late as December.
There is no known reason at present why some houses are chosen year after year for a
winter site for these flies and single houses can be picked out year after year even if they are
in a long row of houses, saying that some house will only be targeted the once and never
have a problem again.
As Cluster Flies Breed away from the premises and migrate to the inside of buildings, we
cannot guarantee that our treatment will “Cure” the problem. But we will do all we can to alleviate the problem. In most situations only one treatment is needed but in some cases more
maybe necessary. Should this be the case additional treatments are charged for separately.

Insecticides
Insecticides have been in use as long ago as 1000 AD by harvesting the Pyrethrum
plant and grinding its flowers to a powder. Today most pesticides are man made and, like
medicines are developed to internationally agreed standards. As a result substantially more is
known about there toxicology than many natural chemicals.
Guardian Pest Control only uses products approved by the HSE under The Control Of
Pesticides Regulations (1986).

Precautions
Your premises has been treated using:- ___________________________________________
Do not enter any treated areas for at least two hours if they have been sprayed or smoked.
Follow the instructions you will be given as to which treatment has been used.
Should you require any further information please contact us on 01823-666731

